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Every year, visitors at the JAARS Center in Waxhaw, North Carolina are delighted to learn that they can help support 
missions by shopping for unique gifts and handmade crafts at the JAARS gift shop.  Many of these items are made by 
artisans around the world who live in communities and countries that are just now receiving God’s Word in their own 
language.

JAARS, a partner of Wycliffe Bible Translators (WBT), was founded 70 years ago to help make Bible translation and 
language development possible.  Their focus is on solving logistical problems – especially transportation and 
communications – so that linguists and translators can work effectively “off the grid.”  JAARS and the 100+ Wycliffe 
organizations around the world are focused on getting the Gospel to nearly 600 million people who still have less than 
a full New Testament in a language they can fully understand.

Passionate about spreading the gospel, Covenant Day middle school students have found a unique way to make a 
global impact through partnering with JAARS. JAARS Vice President of Engagement Steve Biggerstaff believes that 
this partnership will have a global impact.  “Economically marginalized communities around the world, typically in 
areas still waiting for or just recently receiving Scripture in their own language, will benefit from a new channel to sell 
their arts and crafts,” he said.

A group of middle school students, along with their teachers Beth Farina and Jake Schuster, are teaming together to 
create an e-commerce website so that individuals around the world can have access to the unique gifts and crafts at 
the JAARS gift shop. Middle school students are excited to be a part of a project that has a global reach. “It’s fun to be 
involved with an organization that spreads Bibles all around the world,” seventh grade student Phoebe Lindner said.  “I 
also like designing stuff a lot so this lets me practice doing that in the real world.”

The research phase of the project kicked off in November at the Covenant Day Holiday Market. Students who were 
interested in the project manned a table that included items from around the world such as jewelry, purses, and 
pottery. They also conducted market research by asking shoppers to answer a variety of questions about the items 
relating to competitive pricing, target audience, and uniqueness of items. 

This collaboration, which will become an official class in the fall, will give our middle school students the opportunity 
to learn how to produce and maintain an e-commerce website while being a part of a much larger mission. “This 
project is a wonderful opportunity for both JAARS and Covenant Day,” teacher Beth Farina said. “We would love to 
have parents who have experience with e-commerce to share their perspectives and expertise with students as we 
kick off this new outreach program. We are excited to see the impact that this project will make both at Covenant Day 
and globally.”
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